SUMMIT CONFERENCE SIMULATION

MODEL G3 EU

Italy, France, Germany and the EU come together to discuss EU policy during a one-day informal summit meeting.

Scroll for details >>>

organization and partners:
Una simulazione di conferenza al vertice fra capi di governo come se fosse vera, in condizioni reali e in lingue diverse. Siediti anche tu al tavolo dei negoziati per un giorno, come delegato, consigliere, giornalista o interprete!

che cos’è il

 MOCK SUMMIT?
Take part in your first international summit:

**CHOOSE YOUR ROLE!**

4 HEAD OF DELEGATION

**REQUIREMENTS**

- Mother tongue Italian, French, German, or English
- Knowledge of International Relations

**TASKS**

- Prepare a position to defend on global topics
- Convince and negotiate with your partners
2 JOURNALISTS / REPORTERS

 REQUIREMENTS
• Have a camera for pictures

 TASKS
• Follow the debate and ask questions at the press conferences
• Take pictures of the event and write an article

6 INTERPRETERS

 REQUIREMENTS
• Master student in interpreting
• French/English/German as B language

 TASKS
• Interpret in consecutive and chuchautage
8 ADVISORS

➡️ REQUIREMENTS
• Have a good knowledge of your delegate’s language

➡️ TASKS
• Advise your delegation before and during the summit

2 PROTOCOL AGENTS

➡️ TASKS
• Assist the presidency
• Keep the time
• Assure a smooth summit
SUMMIT CONFERENCE SIMULATION

Programme

MORNING
- Delegation welcoming and press statements
- First working session of the delegations
- Official meal of the head of delegation

AFTERNOON
- Second working session
- Press conference
- Departure of the delegations
14 MAY 2022, VIA VALDIRIVO 6, TRIESTE, ITALY

Apply Now!

Mock Summit

Hosted by: